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Missionary News and Letters

Published Quarterly by

THE ARABIAN MISSION

Celebrate With Us

The Arabian Mission has been at work for twenty-five years.

The missionaries will meet (D. V.) in Busrah this November and
celebrate their anniversary.

Churches and individuals have supported the Mission's work dur-

ing a quarter of a century.

The Mission's friends have as much reason as the missionaries

themselves to celebrate the anniversary.

There is reason to celebrate. Missions to Moslems have been
established. Arabia is being occupied. The Bible is being widely

distributed. Christ is being lifted up. The Mission has increased

in numbers, agencies and influence. Its past has been characterized

by faithful sowing. Its future promises joyful reaping. Its present

requires faith and consecration.

The General Synod has appointed the first Sunday in November
as Foreign Missions Day.

The congregations will expect a missionary sermon.
Tell them about the twenty-five years of the Arabian Mission.

Especially fitting will this theme be for those pastors who have
never given an address on Arabia to their congregations, and those

who have not done so in the last three years, if they follow the plan

of presenting one of the church's mission fields each year.

The present number provides material for such an address.

Rev. T. H. Mackenzie, D.D., Chairman .of the Executive Com-
mittee of the Board of Foreign Missions, has kindly consented to

indicate in advance how he would treat the material.

A similar outline will present what our people should know about
Arabia and their Mission.

Pastors who have made other arrangements for their missionary
sermons in November should pass the Quarterly on to the Sunday-
school superintendent or the president of the Young People's or
other society for their use that day, or preserve the number for

use later.

The Home Secretary, Rev. Dr. E. W. Miller, will gladly provide
copies of the Arabian Mission Hymn in any quantity for those who
will make it a special feature of the service. Besides the new pam-
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phlet, "Seeing Kuweit," he has other leaflets on Arabia, as follows

:

"The Fullness of Time in the Moslem W orld," Dr. S. M. Zwemer

;

"How Orthodox ^Mohammedans Educate a Child," and "Our Mission
in Arabia, 1914," which he will gladly send to churches which have not

used them before.

This is the Mission's Silver Anniversary.

Churches which have never taken up an offering for Arabia, or

\Miich have not done so within the last three years, if their plan is

to make a special gift to one field each year, or

Which have not given anything to Arabia so far this year, if

their plan is to help each field each year.

Are invited to celebrate, with thanks-giving and gift-giving, the

Mission's Anniversary.

The Home Secretary will be glad to provide special collection

envelopes.

Neglected Arabia also has friends outside the Dutch Reformed
Church. Their support has been indispensable in the past. Their
share in the Mission's present and future is just as vital. Let all

who desire the Kingdom of God to be established in Arabia thank
God for the years of work done, and build up that work by continued
prayer and claim greater results through faith and devotion.

Some of Arabia is still altogether neglected.

Arabia is still altogether neglected by some.
Let the friends of Arabia increase and the neglected regions will

decrease.

The Arabian missionaries are prepared to undertake more than
their home partners now permit, and all that they will permit.

There is no doubt but that this celebration will lead to increased
consecration.

Celebrate with us

!

A Greeting from the Trustees

Dr. J. P. Searle

A request for this article has come to the writer from the far

distant field of the Arabian Mission, and however little he may feel

qualified to represent his colleagues on the Board of Trustees in the

Twenty-fifth Anniversary Number of Neglected Arabia, the source

of the request makes it an imperative one.

He wishes he could speak for those who gathered with him in

the "Committee of Advice," which soon became the original Board.

But the recital of their names, Russell, Lansing, Waters, A. Zwemer,

J. A. Davis, Corwin, will show why this cannot be done. Every one
of them lives to-day only in our memories and in the works which
follow them.

W^e are grateful for these men, for the wisdom given them in

organizing the new mission and at last relating it so successfully to

the work of the Church in which it was born, for their gifts, for the

sweep and faith of their supplications in its behalf.

We are grateful for their successors, not a few of whom have in

their turn passed from us to their reward.
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We are grateful for the ever widening circle of those who out of

their poverty and out of their wealth have come to our help with

ever increasing contributions, and for their importunate prayers.

We are grateful for the two pioneers, and for the men and women
so like them in spirit, in courage, in faith, who have followed to the

difficult field and have counted their lives nothing—how often even to

the losing of them—for the sake of the work.

We are grateful for results ; for the children taught of Christ, for

the sick helped and healed, for the souls saved, for seed sown not yet

come to its certain fruitage.

We are grateful for the promises of God, sure, steadfast, which
remain.

Humbly, trustingly, we ask Him to pour out His richest blessings

upon our missionaries and their work, to quicken us and our support-

ers to larger endeavor, and to fill the vacant places so constantly made
in our ranks, with others who shall do more and do better than we
have done.

Facts That Challenge Faith

Rev. F. J. Barxy

In the Moslem World for April, 1914, there is a careful review

of the statistics of the Moslem population of the world. In many
cases recent investigations have supplied facts, in place of former
guesses. Independent Arabia is put down at 2,500,000. Adding to

this the figures for Turkish Arabia, British Protectorates and the

Vilayet of Busrah we get about 4,500,000 for the total population

of Arabia. Figures used to run up to eight, ten and even eleven

millions. Now it may be that the existence, on paper, of a few million

Arabs, more or less, is not a fact to worry us much. The fact is that

we do not know what the population of this country is and all figures

are little more than the merest guesses. But from the missionary
standpoint we cannot dismiss the matter offhand. For we have
embarked on a big undertaking and for the very first, the elemental,

fact we ought to know, we are dependent on a guess. It is certainly

disconcerting and then the real sting of the thing is that our ignorance
here is only symptomatic of an almost complete ignorance of the

country. Look at a map of /\rabia and in the southern part is a
large blank, marked 'Ruba'-el-Khali' the Empty Quarter or Abode.
Well, if it is empty we will not have to send missionaries there ! But
now take two or more maps and compare them and you will find

them to differ in many details, wadys and mountains and towns
shift places. The cartographers have done the best they could. No
real exploring expedition with scientific instruments has ever gone
into this land. Intrepid travellers have gone inland, taking their lives

in their hands, some never brought them back and a number of the
others brought nothing more out. Considering the difficulties of
travel, the wonder is that we know as much as we do of the country.
One must read a book like Hogarth's "Penetration of Arabia" to

estimate the price of our knowledge. Yet, notwithstanding the diffi-
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culties there is a fairly constant succession of those who penetrate

more or less deeply in more or less known parts. The Royal Geogra-
phical Journal for June, this year, has Captain Leachman's account

of his long and interesting journey from Damascus eastward and
then south to Riadh and then eastward again to Kateef. It had been

his intention and hope to continue southward from Riadh, so as to cut

across the Ruba'-el-Khali, but the Emir of the Nejd, whose guest he

was, would not let him go in any other direction than eastward. Just

recently, Captain Shakespeare, the Political Agent of Kuweit, crossed

the peninsula from that place to Suez, but the details of his route

are not known. Thus it is that this land is being forced to give up
its secrets. It is, however, not merely the land that makes travel

hard. Even trackless deserts can be conquered by man. The real

problem is the people, with their lawlessness and bigotry and feuds.

So we see that the fact of a few million of Arabs more or less is one

of a great deal of importance for us because of its implications. ''The

end of the geographical feat is the beginning of the missionary enter-

prise." So far, missions have only touched the fringe of the problem
of Arabia. According to Livingstone we are yet a great way from the

beginning of the missionary enterprise for the whole land. And no
one feels this more than we missionaries ; we have accepted the chal-

lenge long ago. Hitherto the "powers that be" have forbidden us from
going inland, but the way will open and we will do our part. Who
will take the challenge to finance such a chance when it comes?

There has been a rebellion going on in Oman for over a year.

The leader of it is an hereditary enemy of the Sultan, and it was
merely a question of time when he would rise in revolt. He got the

chief Alim of the country on his side and drew the bulk of the tribes

with him. An aliui (plural Ulema) is simply a learned man, in this

land holding an unofficial position, but by their reputed learning and
piety some of them attain great influence. This man set up a new
Iman or religious head for the state and declared the Sultan of Maskat
and all his adherents to be kafirs against whom the true Islam, being
themselves, were bound to fight, whoever dying thus fighting, the gates

of paradise stood open to him. Later on this leading light promised
his followers that the enemy could do them no harm for he would
make their cannons and guns discharge only water! If this story

were told about some dark spot in Africa, one would not be surprised.

We knew that there was bigotry and superstition aplenty, but we
did not think it could go to this extent. It shows, too, what the

religious leaders are like. I would not like to say that the same
degree of credulous superstition, imposture and fanaticism can be
charged on the whole Arab nation and yet, illustrations could be multi-

plied, showing that the elements that make up such things are every-
where present. Now, if the extent of our missionary enterprise is a
challenge, here is something of the depth thereof. However, I am
not going to say that ignorance and superstition and fanaticism, with
their train of possible persecution, are not a challenge to us. These
things are the Christian's opportunity to be up and doing. I put over
against this an altogether different challenge.
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Last year Mission's report showed that thousands of Scriptures

were sold, tens of thousand patients treated, hundreds of sermons

and discourses deHvered to Moslems, hundreds of houses visited and
Bible readings held and scores of children taught in schools. But
we did not report any conversions. Do you see the challenge of those

thousands of copies of God's Word? All these activities are fruitful

in other fields. And we have put our prayers and ourselves into them,

too. Our great burden is here, here is the challenge of our faith, and
by God's grace our faith meets it

!

What Mohammed has Done to Arabia

Rev. John Van Ess

Mohammed and I are enemies. I do not lay up against him the

fact that his birth and life and teachings are the cause of my leaving

home and friends and living in a fever-stricken, sun-burned Arabia.

All these things even have their brighter side, for I have made new
friends, and seen a great part of the world, and escaped sleet and
slush and snow, and perhaps appendicitis and automobile accidents.

TOMB OF SAYYID HASBIM, SHEIKH OTHMAN

And while in that frame of mind I can say something good of Mo-
hammed also. Without, for the present, probing very deeply, I can

say with benevolent and rather shallow minded delegates to the

Religious Peace at any Price Conference that Mohammed taught the

unity of God, thus throttling idolatry in Arabia, and thus anticipating

the revision of the creed, that he founded a great democracy where
prince and pauper kneel to the same carpet, and thus anticipated the

evangel of social service, that he raised the status of women and
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thus anticipated Equal Suffrage. Under his followers science flour-

ished, law was codihed, and literature blossomed. With some imagin-

ation I can make out a fairly good case for Mohammed, in fact,

can bring him down to 1914 as an important factor in the composite

religion which shall offend no one and please all. But I am not an
historian with no axe to grind and therefore nothing to cut, nor

again a poet-taster with an eye only to what is pleasing, nor again an
arbiter requiring to give as well as take. I am a missionary, and my
great and implacable and unalterable enmity with Mohammed is that

he has taken away the Lord of two hundred millions of Moslems,
and they know not where he has laid Him. Whatever he may or may
not have done for the Arab as such is only secondary to me. My
concern is with the Arab as a potential Christian. Only in how far

Mohammed has affected the Arab as a potential Christian is for us

important. If another's criterion is simple heroism, then ]Mohammed
was a hero, or if statesmanship, then Mohammed was a statesman, all

with due qualifications, however. Many lives of Mohammed have
been written. It is interesting to notice what various conclusions

have been reached, simply because various criteria have been set

up to begin with. If it is the historian's interest to compare
Mohammed with Napoleon, he may reach one conclusion. My busi-

ness is to compare him with Jesus Christ. But even here comes a vital

test for me as well. If I approach the prophet of Islam with dim views
of Jesus Christ, it affects immensely my estimate of Mohammed. If

Jesus Christ is only the center of an ethical system, then Mohammed
is in the same class, though far enough below Him. But if Jesus
Christ is the Son of God, and the Lamb of the world that taketh

away its sin. King of Glory Whose place Mohammed has usurped,
Man of Sorrows Who yearns over the one sheep astray on the hills,

then to think of Mohammed in the same category were blasphemy.

Now, as you estimate Jesus Christ, to that extent will your view
of the Moslem also be affected. If my theory were that Jesus of

Nazareth was a good man, even a Divine teacher, and if my theory of

the Atonement were only a moral one, I would leave for America
to-morrow and give up the evangelization of the Moslem as a hopeless

proposition. No, the sinless, kingly, triumphant. Divine and risen

Christ gives me the only impetus, and is the only hope for the Moslem,
and in the light that streams from the Cross, that Moslem is trans-

figured.

It is difficult to say how far Mohammed has affected the

Mohammedan for there are so many kinds of Mohammedans. It is

fair to suppose, however, that orthodox Islam as represented in Sun-
nism is the direct fruit of the tree planted in Mecca, and comes nearest

to what Mohammed would have chosen. But it is also curious that

the Arabian ^Mission deals almost entirely with heterodox sects. In
Busrah four-fifths of the people are Shiahs, in Kuweit a large per-

centage are Wahabis, in Bahrein again Shiahs predominate, while
in Oman the Ibadha are the prevailing sect. Yet all of these heterodox
though they be, are not to-day what they would have been had not

Mohammed entered the arena.
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What, then, has been his influence on the Arab? He has affected

1. The Arab's Accessibility as a Man.
Dynamite unconfined loses its dynamic. Jesus Christ taught that

the Kingdom of Heaven is as a leaven or as a seed. We may spread

the Bible broadcast, and preach ourselves hoarse, but if the subject

of our endeavor is inaccessible, and will not listen or will not think,

we also lose much of our dynamic. No short cut will bring us any
nearer the consummation, be it Milial theories, or hopes for a mass
movement or widespread witness bearing. But if the ^Moslem heart

is open, and since Christ's Gospel is dynamite, then there remains noth-

ing to the problem but detail.

The Arab as such, and no thanks to ^lohammed, is hospitable.

In the course of rather extensive travels in Arabia, I have never

lacked bread nor water nor shelter, li there were time and space,

I could regale the reader with stories ad infinitum of open doors, and
hearty welcomes, and lavish entertainment such as made me leave

the place shame-facedly and feeling under a lasting debt of gratitude.

And the hospitality is such as costs, it costs money, and it costs effort,

and the Arab cheerfully and loyally assumes the consequences. Once
having eaten his bread and salt, he must convey you to the next tribe

in safety. Once at the peril of his life, a mere stripling of a guide

given me by a sheikh, stood off twenty others who thirsted for my
blood. Once again, a six year old child in the saddle before me,
proclaimed to all that I was to be unmolested as long as I was in the

borders of his tribe. Then again the Arab is of a discerning Kirn of

mind, with a keen knowledge of human nature. He surmises your
answer even before it has framed itself upon your lips. And he is

dignified, or proud, if you please, and loyal. All these are a great

asset to the Gospel messenger, and yet all of these are racial charac-

teristics. Mohammed took them and in the Koran and Traditions

fostered them, though with this qualification that though friendships

became more binding, hatreds became more implacable.

When we come to the good qualities of the Arab which Islam had
spoiled, we notice first of all the quality of mind. The Arab has a

splendid mind. Man for man, I think the Arabs have a greater

capacity for spiritual thinking than any others I have met, of thinking

acutely and even daringly. But into their psychical world fell the

blight of "There is no god but Allah," and barrenness has been the

result. The first word of the [Moslem creed is No, and it has negatived
and petrified all his thoughts. It is claimed that Alohammed by thus
proclaiming the unity of God has conferred a lasting benefit. After
nearly twelve years of missionary effort, I have not found it so. Give
an incipient builder an inch-rule and he will build in inches. Give a

rugged mind a small, simple, axiomatic premise and that mind will

become small and simple, and spend its ruggedness in fanaticism.

He will moan, scream, gurgle, prattle "There is no god but Allah"
from the cradle to the grave, and think he is religious, regardless of
the fact that the Devil makes the same confession. It is a marvel
that a man like Ghazzali, with his splendid mind, never called in

question the second clause of his creed, Mohammed is the pro])het of
Allah.
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The Arab has also no power of initiative. ''We have given a

prophet to the world of our blood and our race," they say, and sit

forever drifting, looking back at that dire event. From the days that

Omar established his camp cities and made the Arabs only soldiers and
defenders of the faith, to eat and drink at the cost of the infidels, they

have sat and sat, and are still sitting, thinking to have done enough.

Now and then one arises with initiative enough to start something,

but the chances are ten to one that he will not persevere. But suppose

an Arab does start something, and does persevere, he will persevere

as a rule only in devious paths. His moral backbone may be more
upright than that of, say the Chinese or Japanese, but it is far from
conforming to the standards of Jesus Christ and the reason is that

Mohammed was first and last an opportunist, "a, hand-to-mouth
lawyer."

When we turn the picture and see what evil qualities in the Arab
Mohammed has corrected, we must at once admit that Islam made the

Arab earnest. No frivolity, and no Hamitic lightness are his, but an
earnestness which prays and fasts, and in times past carried the sword
to the very gates of Vienna. Liquor, too, has been put under the

ban, a good provision, but liable to make believers think that religion

consists in w^hat you do not do.

Of the immoral qualities which Islam made potential stands out

of course the intense loyalty to one man, which Mohammed fostered

and which the Christian missionary can and will use to the glory of

God.
On the whole then, Mohammed has made the Arab less accessible

to the dynamite of the Gospel.

How has he afifected

2. The Arab's Capacity as a Sinner.

Once in discussing with a Mohammedan, I chanced to say, "Thus
and thus saith Mohammed in the Koran," and but for a hasty retreat

on my part, the consequences might have been disastrous. To the

Moslem only Allah speaks in the Koran, and Mohammed was a

passive instrument of transmission. But though the Word of God
be ever so perfect, yet man longs to see how that Word has been
lived out in the life of the perfect disciple. The result has been in

Islam a mass of traditions, which embody all that Mohammed said

and did and indicated and hinted and insinuated ad nauseam, of things

in heaven above and the earth beneath and the waters under the

earth, of Allah's throne, and angels' wings and Mohammed's tooth-

picks, and how to eat a watermelon, and the relations of the sexes,

etc., etc., until the brain grows dizzy and the senses reel. A few years

ago I was addressing a parlor gathering in America. My arraign-

ment of Mohammed was apparently too severe to suit the taste of one
of the ladies present, who admitted being attracted by Behaism. So
she took me to task for my narrowness, even bigotry. And then

seeing that the gathering consisted of married ladies of suitable age
and understanding to hear it, I quoted for some ten minutes from the

Traditions of Bokhari, till the blushes and embarrassed coughs from
behind handkerchiefs and fans, indicated that even that platonic
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audience was uncomfortable. Even then, some things cannot be

printed in European editions save in Latin foot-notes, for the mails

would not carry them. Such is the source and fountain head of all

piety, and the stream cannot rise higher than its source. Under that

head nothing more need be said. The morbidly curious may read Bok-
hari in a good French translation, obtainable at any large book-sellers.

How has Alohammed affected

3. The Arab's Possibilities as a Saint.

In other words wdiat will the new-born Arab church contribute

to the whole body of Christ the Lord? And here I look up and thank
my God for an earnestness in the Arab which will in the fullness

of time hear the call, ''Go ye into all the world," and will leap to

the front, holding high the Cross of Christ, and with even a greater

zeal and a purpose so much nobler as Christ is nobler, carry that

cross to a glorious victory. God's point of view, that Mohammed
taught, but how God views the world through Christ was farthest

from Mohammed's thoughts. And it is our task and glorious privilege

to let God shine into that darkened mind through the light that streams
from the Cross.

Historical Sketch of the Arabian Mission

Rev. J. E. Moerdyk.

"The object of the Mission is the evangelization of Arabia. . . .

Our aim is to occupy the interior of Arabia from the coast as a

base." This quotation is not new to you, for it has been written

and printed over and over again. The first thought, and always the

thought of those who belong to this Mission is to occupy and hold
Arabia with the purpose of remaining there until the people shall

have received the Gospel and shall have Christ as their Savior. When
the first missionaries started from Beirut in Syria they had deter-

mined to enter the first coast port possible and suitable to begin
this evangelization. When a visit was made to Egypt it was only

to gain more knowledge and perhaps good advice to help them with
the people and field of Arabia. The city of Jiddah was passed only

because it was not considered wise at that time to settle there as

missionaries. A few foreigners were already living there, but these

were connected with the consular offices, and the place was really

closed to the Gospel and its messengers. At Aden the Keith-Falconer
Mission was visited, for they had already begun work there. The
•account of a special trip to the town of Saana is pleasant and profit-

able reading, but it was not considered the place to begin Gospel work.
One of the missionaries travelled along the southern coast of Arabia
in a native Arab boat, calling at several places but landing at Mak-
kallah. But they did not remain here long, and it was not the time
to settle there, for there was no permission for this, nor did the

Arabs give them a good enough welcome. Maskat was probably
passed at this time because Bishop French and his Mission had
claimed the place for mission work. So they passed on to the head
of the Persian Gulf and decided to settle in Busrah. They were
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not really welcome here, because of their message, but could not

very well be sent away because the place was an open port to for-

eigners. Many were the difficulties in getting a good house and other

accommodations to begin their work, and soldiers and other officials

tried and did interfere whenever they could find any sort of an

excuse. But they held the fort and the place has always remained

a good station for the mission's work.
The stations of Bahrein and Maskat w^ere occupied after the first

few years of the mission's life, and with not so many months' dif-

ference in the time of opening each of these stations. Maskat had
a resident missionary from the very beginning, but Bahrein was
settled w^ith a helper and the missionary visiting frequently. But
the helper proved unfaithful, and a missionary went to live in the

place. Here it was a story of all sorts of attempts on the part of

the people to prevent the missionary settling. They sought to drive

him out with hunger, preventing any one from selling him food.

And other attempts of a similar kind could not succeed and the sta-

tion has never been closed up to date. In Maskat the missionary

succeeded in buying a lot with a house on it. Visits into the hinter-

land back of the town were soon attempted and the work seemed
promising from the beginning. The other two stations, which now
make up the count of the Mission, were not opened as such until

within the last five years. Kuweit had had a colporteur resident

before when it was thought that the place would soon be ready for

occupation. But it proved premature, for the man was sent away^
and for several years it was a forbidden place to the Gospel. But,

strangely enough, the same ruler who before sent the colporteur

away and closed the door to us, of his own accord asked the Mission
to send a doctor to live and work in Kuweit. W'ith the doctor went
a minister of the Gospel, and the place was declared a station. The
station of Amara has not fared so well. This is one of the places

on the Tigris River, and it, together with another place on the

Euphrates River, had for years belonged to Busrah as out-stations.

A missionary was sent to live there, but unfortunately the district

of the river country has been, and continues to be, in an unsettled

state because of the Arab troubles there, so that not much that was
planned has been accomplished.

The first method attempted in bringing the Gospel message was
the treatment of the sick. Busrah had its medical work from almost
the beginning. The work developed rapidly and grew to large di-

mensions, but it did not have a real hospital building of its own
until five years ago. Bahrein had not a doctor from the beginning,
although the missionary resident there did some work of that kind
as best he could. The hospital there is the first which the Mission
built, and has done good service for twelve years, and is well prepared
to do the service for which it was intended. Kuweit station and
Maskat have resident doctors. At Kuweit a substantial hospital
building has just been completed and the doctor's residence is now
building. Maskat has a small dispensary hospital with a lady phy-
sician in charge for women's medical work. And in Matrah, which
really belongs to Maskat, there is work for men and w^omen. The
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Mission has not yet succeeded in securing suitable land to build

there, although there is money in hand for such a building.

Another method which was soon attempted was the educational

method. Maskat station really had the first school when it began

its work with the rescued slaves received from the British authorities.

There w^as an interim after these slaveboys left and were scattered

to different places, but a small school has been maintained there for

many years. Bahrein has had some sort of school for more than

fifteen years. To-day it has its own school department in its own
school quarters, and is doing good work, with an evening school

as well for those of the older boys who can not come during the

day. But Busrah station has really progressed the farthest in the

use of this method. When the new Government of Turkey brought
new liberty and permission for this kind of work the little home
school suddenly developed into a growing public school for boys,

and another for girls. Every year now brings its new demands
for the enlargement and development of this work.

But what about the direct preaching of the Gospel in these places?

I read about the man who pictured the people at home and described

their idea of how the preaching work was carried on. He told of

the gray-haired and long-bearded parson in long sack coat and high
white collar standing in the shade of a large tree speaking to the

crowds listening attentively. I know this is an exaggerated picture,

and perhaps behind the times, for people surely have a more intelli-

gent idea of conditions and opportunities as they now exist ; but do
not many still have exaggerated ideas about this direct work not now
possible in Arabia. The medical work preaches the Gospel and the

missionaries preach to the people in the morning clinics and visit

the wards of the hospitals. The educational people tell the Gospel
story in some time and in some form to the boys and girls in the

schools. But open preaching by the wayside or in halls and assem-
bly places is not yet feasible. The hospitals furnish some men and
women who attend the Sunday services, but others from outside

do not yet attend here. Both Bahrein and Busrah stations now have
comfortable chapel buildings, and all our stations have these regular

services ; but the real congregations are made up of the helpers in

the Mission. There is not yet an organized church in any of these

stations. There have been some few baptisms of men and women
from Mohammedans, but not one of these is now living a Christian
life. Every method is used and every opportunity is sought out to

tell the Message, but it is not to large companies nor to very willing

listeners, and every one is praying for the day when these conditions
will change for the better.

Many trips have been made by doctors and by missionaries with
Scriptures, and many districts back inland from the coast have been
visited. The coast as a base has about been occupied. Many have
been the different ideas about entering the interior and there are
still different theories about the best place to enter and the best method
of making that entrance. It seems sometimes as if the door was
about to open and it seems quite probable that the doctor will be
the missionary to go. Will he go and stay to hold the fort? Will
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it cost us one of the hospitals now in the stations on the coast?

How soon after him can the preacher missionary go to stay? These
are some of the unanswered questions. There are others, but may
the day be soon at hand when in His way tliis shall be a reality.

The Keith-Falconer Mission of the United Free

Church of Scotland

Rev. Alexander MacRea, M.D.

Sheikh Othman, Aden.

It is now more than twenty-eight years since Ion Keith-Falconer
paid his first visit to Aden as a missionary prospector

;
and, almost

twenty-six years, since on his second visit he laid down his life at

Sheikh Othman as a missionary pioneer.

After his death and the resignation, a few months later, of his

colleague, Dr. B. S. Cowen, from ill-health, the Mission ceased for a
time. But, in 1888, Rev. W. R. W. Gardner and Dr. A. Paterson were

THE KIETH- FALCONER MISSION HOSPITAL

sent out, and since then the work has gone steadily on, though there

have been many changes in personnel.

Mr. Ciardner resigned in 1895, and up till the present no clerical

missionary has been appointed in his place.

Dr. Paterson resigned in 1891. Two years later Dr. J. C. Young
arrived. He is with us still, little the worse for his twenty years
of strenuous toil.
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Dr. Young has had, in succession as colleagues, Dr. W. D. Miller,

whose wife's sad death was the cause of his leaving the field; Dr.

J. R. Alorris, who spent seven useful years before asking to be trans-

ferred to a less trying climate in India
;
and, since 1906, Dr. A. MacRea.

Dr. J. N. Turnbull acted as a stop-gap during the successive fur-

loughs of Drs. Young and MacRea in 1910-1912.

In Keith-Falconer's mind there were two doors of entrance to

Arabia—the children and the door of medicine. School work was
accordingly carried on by Mr. Gardner, and later by Dr. Young.
When our Danish friends appeared on the scene in 1904, this part

of the work was handed over to them. In 1910, Mr. Hoyer decided

to remove his school to Aden, which he rightly judged to be a better

educational centre than Sheikh Othman. By that time medical work
at Sheikh Othman had increased so greatly that the doctors were

DR. ALEXANDER MacREA OF THE KEITH-FALCONER HOSPITAL OPERATING.

unable to give any attention to education, and for the time being we
have no mission school. We hope that our Committee may soon be
able to strengthen our hands by sending us a clerical colleague. When
he comes he will doubtless find scope for part of his energies in school

work.

The Keith-Falconer Mission has been, however, preeminently a

medical mission. Progress was slow at first—deep-rooted prejudices

had to be broken down ; the doctors had to prove that their science

was of more avail than Arab cautery and charms, or the rough surgery
of the Somali. The open hostility of those who declared it was wrong
to take a "kafir's" medicine had to be faced.

Gradually patients came and the fame of the Dispensary spread,
till, in 1896, Dr. Young had over 5,000 new cases. Ten years later the
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average yearly attendance was some 2,000 more. The numbers fluc-

tuate, but somewhere about 8,500 may be taken as an ordinary year's

total of new cases. This number is about the same as the total popu-

lation of Sheikh Othman, and, as there are no fewer than six other

institutions—three hospitals and three dispensaries—within the limits

of the Aden Settlement, at which native patients are treated, it is

not likely, unless the population increases, that our out-patients will

reach a much higher figure.

Even as early as Keith-Falconer's time a beginning was made in

in-patient work—cases being treated in a shed beside his bungalow.

When the house, which he had begun to build as a dwelling-house for

himself was turned, when completed, into a dispensary there were
always some cases being treated on the verandahs as in-patients.

It was not, however, until 1908 that Dr. Young had accumulated
sufficient funds to build a hospital. On itsr completion, in 1909, a

great change came over the nature of our work. The operating

theatre made it possible for us to do operations that could not be
undertaken before. The wards gave us scope for the care and treat-

ment of serious cases—medical and surgical, and they were soon
strained to their utmost capacity. In-patients increased from under
300 in 1908 to over 1,000 in 1912. Major operations rose in the same .

time from 100 to 700, and operations of all kinds from 800 to 2,000. !

A further step in advance occurred in 1911, when two ladies—
Miss M. Miller and Miss H. C. Findlater—were sent out to take

charge of the nursing at the hospital. Two years later, on Miss Miller

going on furlough. Miss A. E. Farrar arrived to take over the work.

It is to this in-patient work that we look for results in the future.

These patients are in every way more favorably placed for receiving

and understanding the Gospel message than those who are only under
any form of Christian influence during a short out-patient address
and the minute or two they spend afterward in the doctor's consulting

room. It is our ambition that every one who enters the wards should
have real and repeated opportunities of understanding at least the

minimum of Christian truth. Here again our hopes centre on that

longed-for clerical colleague.

Our field of influence is a wide one. Year by year patients come
to us from greater and greater distances. The whole South and West
coasts of Arabia, the Hedjaz, Turkish Yemen and the remote inland
pastures to the North, British South Arabia, Independent tribes to the

East, the Hadramaut—all furnish their quota of patients, while not a
few come to us from the African side. We have had patients from
Durban, Zanzibar, Bombay and even Java, who declared that they
had come from these distant places expressly to consult us ! Such
statements, of course, we accept cum grano salis. \

Naturally a large proportion of our out-patients are from the
,

vicinity, but of those who are admitted to the wards, much the greater •

number come from a distance, perhaps most of all from the Turkish '

Yemen. It is this fact that makes us less anxious than we would
otherwise be to occupy new territory. There are places inland and
along the coast where a medical missionary might gain a footing. But
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undoubtedly there is more than enough work for two doctors in

Sheikh Othman, and for the present, it seems wisest to concentrate

our efforts there.

No sketch of our work would be complete which did not mention
the church at Steamer Point, built by Dr. Young's efforts, in 1897.

Dr. Young is chaplain to the Presbyterian and Wesleyan soldiers in

the Aden Garrison. For them, and for the European civilians and
native Christians, two services are held in this church every Sunday.
Though not directly missionary work, it is work which in many ways
is a help to the ^Mission, and in which it is a privilege to engage.

Neglected Mesopotamia

Rev. Percy V. Boyes, Turkish Arabia Mission

Baghdad was occupied by missionaries of the Church ]\Iissionary

Society in 1883, after a visit by Dr. Bruce, then a missionary in

Persia. There is only one clerg}^man in the station, and that his

field in Arabia is a large one is attested by the fact that he is the

only clergyman within a radius of 500 miles, except for the American
Presbyterian missionaries at Hamadan, 300 miles away in Persia.

A hospital was opened in 1886, which has since been kept open
in spite of many ups and downs. The medical staff still have to use

an ordinary native house with its utter absence of all sanitary ar-

rangements. But happily there is in course of construction a new
hospital, and, although at the time of writing this article, building

operations are stopped owing to the petty complaint of a Moslem
neighbor, it is hoped that before long the sound of the trowel will

recommence.
In 1901, Mosul, which is near the site of ancient Nineveh, and

about 300 miles north of Baghdad, was taken over from the American
Congregational missionaries

;
yet, although ''the flag" has been kept

flying ever since, sad to say, at the present moment only one lady
missionary ''holds the fort." Owing to shortage of staff, a European
doctor has not always been stationed there, and only just recently
Dr. Stanley has had to be recalled to Baghdad after having labored
in Mosul for the last two years with much blessing and success.

Here, too, the medical workers labor under the disadvantages of
having to use a native house as a hospital. Land has been purchased
as the site for a new building, but here matters stand at present.

There are schools for boys and girls in both cities, the boys' school
in Baghdad having a roll-call of about 160, comprising Jews, native
Christians of all kinds, and Moslems. In the accompanying picture
some of the lads of this school are seen. These boys are all crowded
into one ordinary-sized dwelling house, owing to the lack of better
premises.

In Mosul there is a very strong girls' school which Miss E. E.
Martin has w^orked hard to bring up to a state of efficiency, but the
boys' school there is weak owing to the lack of supervision by a
European missionary.

Thus, within a radius of about 500 miles, with a population of
nearly 1,000,000 people, there are but two cities occupied, although
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there are numerous towns and villages awaiting the occupation by
the King's soldiers. One such is Kerbela, the famous Shiah pilgrim

city, about 60 miles from Baghdad, where daily pilgrims from India,

Persia and other countries flock to gain forgiveness and the inher-

itance of Islam's paradise.

When will the prophetic utterance be fulfilled
—

''the earth shall

be full of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea"?

The Danish Mission

The ^Missionary Review of the World for October, 1902, con-

tained ''An Appeal for Hadramaut," by Dr. S. Zwemer. This appeal

attracted us to South Arabia and called a Danish Church Mission

to Arabia into existence.

We were at that time in Hebron, in Palestine, and had been in

the country some few years studying Arabic. We had thought that

our mission field would be there ; but this idea was given up when
we saw how crowded Syria and Palestine were with missions and
missionaries, and we looked for a more needy place.

But we wished to work among Mohammedans ; we tried several

times to cross Jordan as we thought in Doab, in the borders of the

Arabian (or Syrian) desert, we might find a suitable field; but every
time we had to turn back to Palestine.

Then we read Dr. Zwemer's appeal for Hadramaut, and it seemed
to us that the field was just what would suit us and the Danish
Church. I went therefore down to South Arabia to look for myself
and to make necessary inquiries. In the spring of 1903 I spent two
months in Makallah, and visited other places in Hadramaut. Every-
thing seemed favorable and we were promised permission to settle

in the place.

But when I returned in the autumn circumstances had altered.

Neither the Sultan nor the British Government at Aden would permit
me to live in Makallah, and after 33 days' struggle I had to quit the

place and return to Aden.
We however thought that Makallah and Hadramaut would be

closed only for a time, and we saw that it would be important for

missionary work in all this part of Arabia to have xA.den as a base,

so we remained in the colony. The Keith-Falconer Mission divided
with us the different branches of missionary zvork. For some years
now we have had a boys' school, but they have been very trying

years in many respects, on account of very severe sicknesses, the

impossibility of getting native helpers, and occasional removal of our
pupils. But now the school is established, recognized by govern-
ment, and has 41 pupils (38 Moslem boys).

About a year ago we opened a school for Moslem girls, with 25
girls attending with some regularity and interest.

Three nights a week our lady missionaries have a sewing and
reading class for women and bigger girls. The attendance is good and
the work is promising, and helps to fill the girls' school with pupils.

We kept for some years the hope that we should be able to enter

into Yemen or Hadramaut through British territory, or to get up to
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the mountains to a more healthy and agreeable climate than where
we are. But five years ago we had to give up the hope. The British

protectorate is closed to us. God knows how long it will remain

in this state

!

But as it is important for us to get to the mountains, and there

was no other way left to get there than through Turkish Arabia,

we made some effort to get into Hodejda, and finally succeeded.

But it was with much struggle, as the "ofiicial" in the place used every

means to prevent us getting in; we had also to withdraw for a time.

Then came the war with Italy and later with the Balkan States. It

was not a season for missionary work.
But Hodejda has been occupied since October last by Miss E.

Emerson and Miss M. Henriksen. They have a "plant" of a boys' as

well as of a girls' school, and enjoyed a quiet time until recently. It

seems as if the authorities are beginning to move again.

The most promising work in Hodejda is house-visiting; the

ladies can enter nearly every house in the place (some few fanatics

excepted), and get a very hearty welcome, as a rule.

In Hodejda also we have a Bible depot and a married colporteur

in charge of it. We have every reason to be satisfied with the sale

;

on an average almost 60 copies rsonthly.

House visiting by our lady missionaries has also proved of im-
portance; it was done for a long time systematically, and I doubt
we would have had the girls' school without it.

Perhaps I should also mention that we have at Aden a depot
of the British and Foreign Bible Society, and we run in connection
with it a book-shop and a reading-room ; the last is very little fre-

quented. But the book-shop was much needed; it keeps a stock

of good books and all necessary school supplies.

It is a pioneer work and it has been for the greatest part hill-up.

Still, we have to be thankful for the task God committed unto us,

and for what He permitted us to do. Others will follow; His King-
dom come

!

Rev. and ]\Irs. Olaf Hover,
I^Iiss E. Fensen,
]\Iiss R. Grambo,

Aden.
^Iiss E. Emersox,
^Iiss ]\I. Henriksen,
Colporteur Stefanus & A\'ife,

Hodejda.

What Christ Will Do for Arabia

Rev. S. M. Zwemer, D.D.

It is certain that He will do much. Arabia is one of the most
difficult mission fields. One of the most neglected countries, even
to-day, when we consider its vast unoccupied interior provinces.
Nearly everything that Arabia needs can only be given her by Christ.
He loves Arabia more than any of those who are there for His
sake. We know that He will do much for Arabia. It is God's
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eternal purpose that this land shall also be a part of the Kingdom
of Christ. Our marching orders include Arabia. God's providence

is opening up Arabia, and finally we have the promise for this land

in His own Holy Words.

Christ has done much already. Twenty-five years ago Arabia

was closed almost as rigidly as Afghanistan. Now:
''Uplifted are the gates of brass,

The Bars of iron yield

To let the King of Glory pass,

The Cross is in the field."

Jericho has been surrounded from Baghdad all the way around
the Peninsula. You may now go by steamer and stop at Mission
Stations. What has been done on the East coast is now being planned

for the West coast as well. Our Danish Sister-Mission has effectually

VIEW FROM THE HOSPITAL AT SHEIKH OTHMAN

occupied Hodejda. The total number of out-patients in the seven

missionary hospitals of Arabia annually almost outnumbers the total

pilgrimage to Mecca. The Bible has become the best selling book
in the Cradle of Islam, and where the name of Christian once was
a reproach and a hissing, it now is at least regarded with respect

and by many with love.

But we must remember that whatever Christ will do for Arabia,

He must do through His Church. He is no longer in the world.

We are His representatives until He comes. By the power of His
spirit in the hearts of those whom He will choose as His mission-

aries (and this includes Christian Government officials and Christian

merchants), He will work a fivefold work to manifest His power and
glory.
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I. He will bring peace in all its borders, and we may look for-

ward to a time when the Arabs shall beat their swords into plough-

shares and their spears into pruning hooks ; when tribal warfare

shall cease and the nomads become shepherds or tillers of the soil.

He will use the wrath of men to praise Him, and so over-rule the

diplomacy of nations as to open a door for His Gospel. The key

of the gates of Mecca already rests in the Pierced Hand.

n. Christ will win the childhood of Arabia. Who can help

loving these hundreds of thousands of dark-eyed, restless, bright

Arab boys and girls? Christ loves them, too. He will yet gather

them into His arms, for He has heard Noorah's prayer and will

send His messengers to lead her into the way that is straight.

HI. Christ will emancipate Arabia's womanhood. Slavery was
doomed when the coast of Arabia began to be patrolled by British

gunboats. Polygamy is doomed also. The new day already dawn-
ing for womanhood in Turkey and in Egv-pt will also come to

Arabia. ^Moslems themselves are co-operating in preaching this new
liberty and enlightenment. What wonderful results we may expect

when once schools for girls exist all over the peninsula, and women
at the wellside of Boreida, Hail and Medina listen to the story of

the Crucified

!

IV. Christ will surely find for Himself chosen vessels unto
honor and select His own living apostles from the manhood of Arabia.

Who can read the story of the early days of Islam without wishing
that the early apostles of ^lohammed had been apostles of Christ

!

The character of the Arab has many noble traits. His endurance,
his courage, his eloquence, his devotion to a leader—what would
they not accomplish if enlisted by Christ! Our chief aim and our
most ardent prayer for ^lissions in Arabia must be this : that God
will raise up converted Sauls to preach the riches of His grace in

Christ in such a way as no missionary can ever hope to do.

V. Christ will do all this for Arabia because He has promised
it. The prospects for the dark peninsula are as bright as the prom-
ises of God. They cannot fail. They are the bedrock of our hopes
and the challenge to our faith.

It is generally known that the sixtieth chapter of Isaiah is the

gem of missionary prophecy in the Old Testament ; but it does not
occur to everyone that a large portion of it consists of special prom-
ises for Arabia. "The multitude of camels shall cover thee, the

dromedaries of Midian and Ephah (Sons of Keturah, Gen. xxv. 1-5) ;

all they from Sheba (South Arabia or Yemen) shall come; they shall

bring gold and incense ; and they shall show forth the praises of
the Lord. All the flocks of Kedar shall be gathered together unto
thee

;
they shall come up with acceptance upon mine altar and I will

glorify the house of my glory. Who are these that fly as a cloud and
as doves to their windows?"

These verses read in connection with the grand array of prom-
ises that precede them leave no room for doubt that the sons of
Ishmael have a large place in this coming glory of the Lord and the
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brightness of His rising. It has only been delayed by our neglect

to evangelize northern Arabia, but God will keep His promise yet

and Christ shall see of the travail of His soul among the camel drivers

and shepherds of Nejd. And then shall be fulfilled that other promise

significantly put in Isaiah xlii for this part of the peninsula: ''Sing

unto the Lord a new song and His praise from the end of the earth.

. . . let the wilderness and the cities thereof lift up their voices, the

villages that the Kedar doth inhabit; let the inhabitants of the rock

sing, let them shout from the top of the mountains." It is all there,

with geographical accuracy and up-to-date : ''Cities in the wilderness/'

that is Nejd under its present government; Kedar forsaking the

nomad tent and becoming villagers ; and the rock dwellers of Medain
Salih !

"And I will bring the blind by a way they knew not ; I will

lead them in paths that they have not known ; I will make darkness

light before them and crooked things straight." The only proper

name, the only geographical centre of the entire chapter, is Kedar.

Another group of missionary promises for Arabia cluster around
the names Seba and Sheba. "AW they from Sheba shall come; they

shall bring gold and incense and they shall show forth the praises

of the Lord" (Is. lx. 6). "The kings of Sheba and Seba shall ofifer

gifts. Yea, all kings shall fall down before Him, all nations shall

serve Him. . . . He shall live and to Him shall be given of the

gold of Sheba
;
prayer also shall be made for Him continually and

daily shall He be praised." The Messianic character of this 72d Psalm
is generally acknowledged.

In the same Psalm that gives these promises to Southern and
Eastern Arabia we have this remarkable verse : "He shall have do-

minion also from sea to sea and from the river unto the ends of

the earth. They that dwell in the wilderness shall bow before Him
and His enemies shall lick the dust." The river referred to is un-

doubtedly the Euphrates, and the boundaries given are intended to

include the ideal extent of the promised land. Now it is, to say the

least, remarkable that modern Jewish commentators interpret this

passage together with the forty-eighth chapter of Ezekiel so as to

include the whole peninsida of Arabia in the land of promise. I

have seen a curious map, printed by Jews in Londoji, on which the

twelve restored tribes had each their strip of territory right across

Arabia from the Red Sea to the Gulf, and including Palestine and
Syria.

"So speaks the promise, bringing
The age of jubilee

To every home and tenting.

From Tadmor to the sea,

The dead to life are risen,

The glory spreads abroad,
The desert answers heaven,
Hosannas to the Lord !"



God^s Plan for Arabia

Rev. D. Dykstra

Many and divers reasons have been assigned for Mission work.

Some missionaries have for their ideal the moral and physical uplift of

those who live in darkness. Others are impelled by the ever present

force of the great commission, and to extend the kingdom of Christ

is their highest aim. The ^loravians find the mainspring of their in-

defatigable labors in the thought that Christ may see of the travail

of his soul, and the great body of Presbyterian-minded missionaries

keep their eye fixed on the glory of God. The missionary to Arabia
may have all of these motives actuating him, and besides these he

may have the inspiring thought that he is working out the plan of God
for Arabia as outlined in Holy Writ. For it is a well known fact that

the modern Arab is a direct descendant of Ishmael, and as confidently

as the Arab traces his genealogy to Abraham the Friend of God, so

confidently may the missionary claim for the Arabs the blessings and
the promises bestowed upon the father of the faithful. In following

God's plan for Arabia as outlined in the Bible we can profitably group
the more important passages under the three following heads: (1),
Patriarchal promises; (2), Prophetical utterances; (3), Historical

references.

While Hagar cannot be called a patriarch, yet her sadly interesting

story is so closely interwoven with the home life of the great patriarch

that the divine utterances vouchsafed to her may well be considered
in our first division. Hagar, true to her name, was already fleeing, and
while it was easy for her to tell the angel whence she came, it probably
was not so easy to say whither she was going. Nor did it matter much,
for she was enjoined to return immediately to the place whence she
had come, and as she returned she carried with her a vivid picture of

the future of Ishmael, whose name was to be a continual reminder of

the fact that God heard her prayer in the hour of distress. But how
this picture must have stirred her heart and filled it with savage pride
and wild enthusiasm, as it filled the heart of the faithful Abraham
with fear and dark misgivings. "And he shall be as a wild ass among
men ; his hand shall be against every man, and every man's hand
against him." So true is this description of the men of the desert that

the higher critics would call this statement history rather than proph-
ecy. The rough and uncouth life of the Bedouin is and always has
been that of a wild ass. A nomad in his habits, roaming about from
place to place as the exigencies of his daily life required, he has shown
through these many centuries a character noted for its utter reckless-

ness and its cunning prowess. But as the severe side of this prophetic
picture has found its fulfilment, so has also that consoling promise
that he should "dwell over against all his brethren." However far
Ishmael might wander from Al)raham's tent and from the God who
was worshipped there, he and his seed should ever be considered
brethren, and live near enough to them to be continually reminded of
the place and station whence they came. They were never to lose

sight of the fact that a Divine ruler ordered their lives and a divine
destiny was theirs.
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The regard of Abraham for this son of the handmaid is well illus-

trated in the seventeenth chapter of Genesis, which at the same time

tells us of the most wonderful promise for the future of Ishmael.

Jehovah appeared to Abraham and spoke to him of his great future.

His descendants should be numberless and should be counted exceed-

ing great. Moreover, God would establish with them an everlasting

covenant and would give them the land of Canaan for an everlasting

possession. And all these promises and prophecies were to be ful-

filled to him in his son Isaac. It would seem that after Abraham had
heard all these things he would do as David did under similar cir-

cumstances and pour out his heart in gratitude to the great Giver of

all this good. But on the contrary we do not read of any word of

thanksgiving, and the first words that Abraham gives in answer is

the prayer wrung out of his heart, ''Oh that Ishmael might live before

thee." The glorious future spoken concerning Isaac did not dim the

patriarch's vision for the need of Ishmael. \\'ith the divine predic-

tion still ringing in his ears that this son of the handmaid should lead

a roving and a lawless life he could not help seeing that, unless spe-

cially protected, such a life would lead to an estrangement of the

knowledge and the worship of the one true God. So his burdened
heart relieves itself in the cry of pathos and faith, "Oh that Ishmael
might live before thee." And the prayer of this mighty intercessor

was not left unanswered, and in God's direct answer we have the most
glorious promise for the children of the desert who, ignorant of its

true import, trace their lineage to the son of the Egyptian handmaid:
''And as for Ishmael I have heard thee

;
behold, I have blessed him."

This blessing is apart from the earthly advantages which God adds
in the following words, and undoubtedly has reference to the prayer
of Abraham, and is an assurance that Ishmael shall always live before
Jehovah, live in his sight and in his constant care. No matter how
far they wandered from the tent of Abraham and the worship of the

one true God, there should always be a longing towards the worship
of Jehovah and a means to show the way back to the Father's house.

This promise concerning Ishmael's future was soon given a test

and an explanation. When Isaac was two years old his father made a
great feast in his honor. Ishmael was a young lad of sixteen and
no doubt felt hurt that his rival was receiving all the attention. So in

spite he began to mock him. Sarah was enraged and told Abraham
to cast out the handmaid and her son, and with great reluctance Abra-
ham complied with her request. Hagar was cast out as so many
women are continually being cast out in Arabia, and where should
this divorced woman go but where all divorced women go in this

country, that is, back to her father's house? But between her and
her father's home in Egypt was the fearful desert of Beersheba, and
no more pathetic picture can be imagined than the one so tersely given
in the Bible, "she wandered in the desert of Beersheba." We can see
her trudging along, a goatskin full of water on her shoulder and a
weary lad by her side. And day by day as the burden on her back
grew lighter, the burden on her heart, the future of her boy, grew
heavier. At last the water was all spent and her strength and courage
were all gone. She cast the child under one of the shrubs and sat
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clown a good way off so that she might not see his death. To her all

was lost. But He who made the promise to Abraham heard the voice

of the lad, the child of the promise, and not only provided a rescue

that day, but also renewed and enlarged the promise of a glorious

future for the descendants of Ishmael and the assurance that they

shall live before Jehovah and become a great people. Were there no
other words spoken concerning the inhabitants of Arabia, the mission-

ary would have ample reason for bringing them the Gospel and for ex-

pecting a rich harvest upon his labors.

But besides these promises there are also a great many prophetical

utterances scattered through the Old Testament. In the seventy-

second Psalm, where we have a description of the reign of the right-

eous king, no country is so often and so minutely mentioned as Arabia.

The King's rule and dominion includes all there is of the country of

the Ishmaelites, being bounded by the seas, and beginning at the great

river Euphrates. Seba and Sheba are also generally located in Arabia,

and it is said that they shall offer gifts of loyalty and thanksgiving.

Also the "men of the wilderness shall bow before him," owning him
as their Lord and Master. And all this subjection and devotion is

to Him whom the Lord God has exalted to be King eternal, of whom
it is said in the second Psalm, ''Yet have I set my king upon my holy
hill of Zion." Whatever doubts may assail the faithful witness of

Christ, whatever discouragements may be suggested to him by the

skeptic and the half-hearted Christian, the missionary has the sure

word of God's promise that in the end the dwellers of the desert shall

bow before our Christ and shall own Him as their King.
Isaiah also gives many utterances of the greatest hopefulness con-

cerning this neglected people. In the twenty-first chapter of his book
we find among the many burdens also a burden upon Arabia. This
burden is generally supposed to be a judgment or the picture of a

divine visitation. So here we have a "grievous vision" concerning this

"terrible land," and no truer picture can be painted of a large part of

Arabian history and territory than these words : "For they fled away
from the swords, from the drawn sword, and from the bent bow, and
from the grievousness of war." And yet the picture is not of entire

desolation, for there is the promise of deliverance and help. It enjoins

the readers as follows : "To him that is thirsty bring ye water, ye in-

habitants of the land of Tema, meet the fugitives with your bread."
Who is thirsty that the Arab thirst not, and who is hungry that the

sons of Ishmael famish not? Hear their daily cry to God: "In the
name of God the merciful the compassionate. Thanks be to God the

Lord of all the worlds, the possessor of the day of judgment. Thee
do we worship and to thee do we call for aid. Lead us in the way
that is straight, the way of those whom thou hast favored, not the

way of those whom thou hast hated, nor the w^ay of those who go
astray." Shall not this cry be heard and this thirst be quenched? And
how can it be done than alone by bringing them the Bread and the
Water of Life, Who also said of Himself, "I am the way?" Isaiah
provided for this emergency in his command, "To him that is thirsty

bring ye water," and God shall bless it with the blessing once deliv-

ered to Abraham and his seed.
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Again, in that wonderful picture of Jehovah's redemption, the

sixtieth chapter of Isaiah, who are more specifically mentioned as the

beneficiaries of this great redemption than the inhabitants of Araby
the Blest? No comment is necessary on the following inspired and in-

spiring words : "The multitudes of camels shall cover thee, the

dromedaries of Alidian and Ephah ; all they from Sheba shall come

;

they shall bring gold and frankincense, and shall proclaim the praises

of Jehovah. All the flocks of Kedar shall be gathered together unto

thee, the rams of Xebaioth shall minister unto thee
;
they shall come

up with acceptance on mine altar; and I will glorify the house of my

But not only the direct patriarchal promises and the prophetical

utterances give us assurance of the final redemption of Arabia, but

these are strongly supported by indirect historical references. The
generations of Ishmael as mentioned in Genesis 25:12 are as noble as

those of any Bible heroes. Ishmael's sons were princes and his tribes

were nations, and they occupied their land much sooner and more
securely than the sons of Isaac. Unto them was fulfilled the divine

promise that they should be a great nation and that they should dwell

over against all their brethren. And as God fulfilled unto them these

promises of wordly success and advancement, so he undoubtedly ful-

filled unto them the more important spiritual promise that they should
dwell before him. And we cannot escape the conviction that some of

the faithfulness and piety of Abraham clung to Hagar and her nomad

ON THE EDGE OF AN ARABIAN TOWN

son, and that the blessing of God has always shown itself in the re-

ligious nature of many of the inhabitants of Arabia. It is true that

many of them seek God in a way in which He is not to be found, but
that makes it the more essential that the cross of Christ should be lifted

up among them for their guidance and redemption.
There is also a significant reference in the Xew Testament to the
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fortunes of the Arabs. It was the day of Pentecost. God was ful-

hlhng the prophecy of Joel and was pouring out His spirit upon all

flesh. The benefits of Christ's atoning work were being proclaimed in

a new manner and oft'ered with new force. What an audience it was
that met Peter's gaze as he fixed his eyes on the multitude. What a

mixture of faces and costumes that must have been where Medes and
Mesopotamians jostled the Romans and the Cretans, and where, scat-

tered among that cosmopolitan audience, he also discerned the hard
faces and the flowing garments of men from Arabia. But what is

more interesting and more important is the fact that God in his provi-

dence had arranged that the descendants of Ishmael, the heirs of an
immortal promise, should be present at that blessed occasion to partake

of the outpouring of the Spirit upon all flesh. They went back to their

black tents richer than they came, and undoubtedly assisted in build-

ing up that wonderful Christian church that flourished in Arabia dur-

ing the first century of our era.

Yet one more passage and we must conclude our study of the place

of the Arabs in the Bible. As Ishmael's hand was to be against every
man it is not strange that often his hand and his heart were against

God and his service. So Nehemiah found it many centuries ago. This
faithful man was striving hard to rebuild the walls and the temple of

Jerusalem and to restore the worship of Jehovah. But when the Ara-
bians and others heard that the walls of Jerusalem were being rebuilt

"they were very wroth, and they conspired all of them together to

come and fight against Jerusalem and to cause confusion therein."

And as in the days of Nehemiah so ever since has the Arab in his

blindness fought against the very God that he feign would serve. Of
Christ and His cross he will have nothing, and as he cannot vent his

wrath visibly against Christ himself, he attacks those who bear His
name. Thousands of Arabs have been taught to believe, and have
acted on this belief, that they could render God no greater service than

to exterminate as many Christians as possible. Hear their weekly
prayer on Friday noon. "O God, look in wrath on the Christians.

Make their wives widows, their children orphans, and their possessions

a booty to the Moslems." So while his heart and his habits may be
vicious because of long training, yet our weapons of defence and of-

fence should be directed not so much against the Arab as against his

religion. And in building the walls of Zion in Arabia we may well

follow the plan of Nehemiah, which is summed up in the words : "But
we made our prayer unto our God, and set a watch against them day
and night." First and foremost is prayer, and secondly watching and
waiting, in an attitude not of war but of compassion. And our spirit-

ual victory is assured, for as then so also now, "Our God will fight

for us."

Admittedly the Moslem is a most discouraging object of missionary
effort. His growth in his religion is like the growth of a fruit that at

the time of its setting was forced down the neck of a bottle. The
larger it grows the less possibility is there of its ever getting out of
its unyielding prison, and at the time of its maturity it is physically

impossible that it should ever be liberated. So it is also physically

impossible for the Aloslem to break out of the religion in which he
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was matured, but we have the assurance that He who made this plan

for the redemption of Arabia has also the power to break the bonds
of this religion and to set the prisoner free.

Doing the Impossible

Dr. J. L. Amermax

\Mien our Lord said to the man with a withered arm, "Stretch

forth thy hand," He asked him to do what was impossible ; and when
He bids us go into all the world and make disciples of the Mohammedan
nations, he is asking us to do what is impossible. What is bidden is

impossible in either case, but when the Lord gave faith to the palsied

man he could do what he was told to do ; and when He gives faith to

us we can stretch forth our hand in obedient and faithful effort to win
to the knowledge of the truth those who in the absence of such faith

are inaccessible.

The emphasis is usually placed dift'erently. H the conversion of

a Mohammedan is deemed impossible it is because he is a IMoham-
medan. The difficulty, however, lies not with him but with us. It

is often faith's province to do what is impossible, and it has been
aptly said that when the Christian comes to the point where he sees

his task to be impossible he is on the eve of its accomplishment.

We are slow to discover that all the work of evangelization in

any part of the world, which is commanded, is not possible without
the Lord's authority and presence, which are promised. But we come
at length to know that we must rely on Christ to do the work through
us, and when we get as far as this there is nothing in the whole wide
range of Christian duty or privilege that is impossible to us. Christ's

authority is absolute and His power is infinite. Both are at the com-
mand of every servant of His who faces any duty in faithful obedience
and humble reliance upon Him. "The things that are impossible
with men are possible with God." Luke 18:27.

Why should we give our support, and give it liberally, to the work
of our Arabian Mission?

1. Its field is part of the world that God so loved that He gave His
Son that the believer might have eternal life.

2. We cannot obey the Saviour's command to evangelize the world
unless we send the Gospel to Arabia and keep our missionaries there

to teach it.

3. No other Church but ours only has a mission on the Arabian
shores of the Persian Gulf, and we must sustain it or the work will

go down.

4. If need and opportunity ever spelled "duty," they spell it here
in capital letters. The need of the Arab for the Gospel is infinite

even as ours, and the opportunity for teaching it to him is (as far

as we can see) limitless.

5. The work demands the purpose of strong men. The largest

labor of the strongest men, physically, intellectually and spiritually,

and the largest sacrifice, too, will have ample room and reward. "Thy
God hath commanded thy strength." Ps. 68 : 28.
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Why should we give at this time more Hberally than ever to this

work ?

1. In the providence of God we have gone to Arabia, and now for

these twenty-five years we have proved His faithfuhiess. There has

been abundant rew^ard for all the work done, capital invested and lives

laid down. Valued and consecrated lives have been laid down and
their loved forms wait in the God's acres of Arabia the day of resur-

rection and complete reward. We must be loyal to their memory.

2. God in His mercy to us as w^ell as to the Arab chose Arabia as

one of the fields in which to challenge our faith, and when His Holy
Spirit moved us to respond to that challenge He moved Himself to

reward that faith with wonderful results in souls saved, social con-

ditions bettered and much opposition softened or done away. Our
Dr. Zwemer tells us in his latest printed message : "There never w^as

so much friendliness, such willingness to discuss the question at issue

;

such a large attendance of ^Moslems at Christian schools, hospitals,

public meetings and even preaching services as there is to-day." And
from his vantage ground in Egypt he calls special attention to the need

of pressing with all our might plans for the immediate evangelization

of the educated classes. He says, 'They are adrift, and the Gospel

alone can give them new anchorage. They are hungry for the friend-

ship that does not patronize and the love that can forgive. They have

lost faith in the old Islam and reach out to new ideals in ethics. Who
can satisfy them but Christ? This is the missionary's supreme oppor-

tunity. If we can win the leaders of IMoslem thought now, 'reformed

Islam will be Islam no longer,' but an open door into Christianity."

3. The more strongly this work is pressed now the more rapidly

and widely the influence of the Gospel wdll spread, bringing ever

larger multitudes to Christ. It is not many years ago that the con-

version of a single Mohammedan was denied or seriously questioned,

now the acknowledged converts are numbered by thousands. God's
blessing on the work done hitherto has caused that work to grow, so

that the past and present gifts, however large, are insufficient to

maintain it.

Abroad, men are spending many million dollars a day and thou-

sands of lives to kill and destroy and to minister to their ambition to

rule over their fellows and gain victory over their enemies. Can we
not, in grateful acknowledgment of God's goodness in sparing our land

from such horrors, give hundreds and thousands in money for the

triumph of our Lord's work, and as many new workers as He shall

lead to us asking to be sent ?

We shall meet many Arabs among the redeemed around the Throne
of God. Shall we not now help them to get there?

Christ ''emptied himself," and gave Himself to suffering and death

for our salvation. Shall we not give freely for those for whom He
died?
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Outline of a Sermon on Arabia

Dr. T. H. ^Mackenzie

Acts 2:11. "Arabians."

The text attracts us because, when we come to consider the con-

dition prevailing in one of the youngest and most difficult fields of our

missionary enterprise, it reassures and encourages us to be reminded

that from the very beginning of the Dispensation of the Spirit Arabians

have been included among the subjects of His gracious operations.

There are many reasons why Arabia exercises a powerful fascina-

tion upon human thought. The cradle of the race was undoubtedly

upon its eastern border. Its position was central in the ancient world.

The great trade routes which bound together the East and the West
of necessity passed through its borders. To Arabia may be traced the

origins of art and literature and science and applied mechanics. The
world owes a great debt to Arabia for the foundations of its culture.

Certainly the kingdom of Christ can never come to ideal complete-

ness unless room shall be found therein for Arabians. Can Arabia
be won for Christ? Shall x-\rabians hear in their own tongues the

wonderful works of God? In answer to these questions consider

I. Arabia in the Scriptures. And when we come to examine what
the Bible has to say about Arabia we are astonished at the wealth of

the material. We have in Genesis the narrative of Ishamel and the

Divine promises for the seed of Ishmael. We have in Isaiah the

twenty-first and sixtieth chapters in which there are unfolded, many
of the tragical experiences, but also the ultimate blessing, that is in

store for these children of the desert. In the seventy-second Psalm
we have a picture of the Messianic kingdom, and among its citizens,

''dwellers in Arabia," are prominent figures. In addition there are

literally scores of incidental references to Arabia and parts of Arabia
scattered through the Old Testament and the New, and furnishing in

bulk convincing demonstration of the large place which Arabia occu-

pies in the plan and purposes of God.

II. Arabia in History. In the earlier Christian centuries Arabia
was one of the most flourishing and fruitful fields for the planting

of the new-born Church. The rise of Islam in the seventh century,

the strongest as the latest born of the ethnic faiths, cut athwart the

natural processes of development, and for many centuries in almost
the whole of Arabia Christianity was crushed and Mohammed reigned
with an undisputed sway. The temple became the mosque, and the

cross was supplanted by the crescent. The history of Arabia for

twelve centuries is the history of the dominant influence of Islam,

and abundant material may be found in this number to illustrate its

results upon Arabian character, Arabian conduct and Arabian history.

III. Arabia in Missionary Enterprise. There are many reasons
which go to explain why Arabia was for so long "the neglected Con-
tinent." They may be summed up in the intolerance of Mohammed-
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anism not only as a religious force but as a governmental power. It

is only a little more than twenty-five years since the era of modern
missions in Arabia had its first small beginning. It is just twenty-five

years since our own mission gained a foothold there. While not the

first mission founded in Arabia, as will be seen by articles in this

number, it is probably the mission that has the longest record of con-

tinuous work, and it is certainly the mission that has had the largest

force of workers and the most equipment. This fact creates for our
mission, and for us whom that mission represents, a special respon-
sibility, which we are bound to meet, even at the cost of sacrifice. In
an especial sense, a sense in which it is not true of any other country,

the spiritual destinies of Arabia lie, under God, in the hands of the

ARAB BOYS HALF AFRAID OF THE EVIL INFLUENCE OF THE CAMERA

Reformed Church in America, and those who have joined with them
in the support of the Arabian Mission.

IV. The Outlook for Arabia. Arabia is not and in the nature of
the case could not be a country in which there was rapid missionary
progress. Islam has always been the antagonist whose strongholds
were the most difficult to take. The most effective means of approach
has been along the line of medical missions. These are now firmly
entrenched in Arabia. Some progress also has been made in educa-
tional work. But the preaching service as we know it and as ad-
dressed to non-Christians is still in Arabia an impossibility. Some
few converts have been won who have been faithful unto death. But
there is not an organized Christian Church in all Arabia, nor is there
a Mohammedan man or woman who is now living a Christian life.

Shall we then despair of Arabia? By no means. The prospect
is as bright as the promises of God. Our confidence and the confidence
of our Arabian missionaries is in no whit abated. The word of God
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standeth sure. Christ is able to subdiie all things to Himself. The
day is surely coming when Arabians shall hear in their own tongue
the wonderful works of God.

Au x\nicle from Rev. Dr. James Cantine

upon "Independent Mission Workers in

Arabia" was prepared for this issue, but the

war's interference with the foreign mails has

prevented its arrival in time to be included.
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